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IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems
The IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems calls for research paper
submissions for considering in a Special Issue publication featuring on advanced cyber physical
systems (CPS) as key enabling technologies applied in the context of advanced manufacturing
and services [1] and Industry 4.0 [2]. Unpublished original contributions from prospective
authors are invited for consideration by the special issue, subject to blind reviews, with main
focus on innovative CPS enabling methodologies (e.g., systems architectures and designs [3],
modeling, algorithms, performance evaluation), real world CPS applications, and impact
assessments in the context of Industry 4.0. Comprehensive case studies and in-depth review
papers will be considered.
Industry 4.0 is the next incremental advancement in manufacturing services that enables objects
with micro intelligence using underlying and integrated technologies such as CPS, Internet of
Things (IoT), cloud computing, and big data analytics. CPS is a transformative technology for
upgrading, interconnecting, and managing inter-operable and networked physical devices with
intelligent computational capabilities. CPS is a broad area of system science and engineering,
which supports applications across industries (in productions, supply chain integration, logistic
management, and other service sectors) and is viewed as a key enabler with the availability and
affordability of sensors, data acquisition and digitization, computer networks, and computational
power [4]. CPS embedding in manufacturing is expected to grow at an exponential pace. The
dynamic pace of CPS technology evolution creates new identification and implementation
challenges for Industry 4.0 [5]. This special issue seeks to explore the areas related to these
challenges.
Topics of the special issue interests and focuses include, but not limited to
• Vertical/horizontal integration and M2M Communication
• Industrial interoperability and compatibility
• Decentralized control, decision making and technical support
• Seamless digital engineering
• End-to-end industry value chain integration
• Product lifecycle assessment and management
• Assembly line optimization and increased productivity
• Mass customization
• Digital twins: coupling of real and virtual worlds in the production planning
• Modular embedded platforms
• Self-organizing assembly processes with flexibility
• Digital Transformation
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Machine Learning methods for big data analytics in CPS
Modeling and representation methods for CPS big data visualization
Intelligent gateway architecture for CPS communication, control and data management
Service Platforms for CPS
Smart process and workflow management for Service-Oriented CPS
Deployable and re-configurable services for CPS

Important Dates
Manuscript Submission Deadline:
Notification of Paper Decision:
Revised Paper Submission Deadline:
Final Paper Submission Deadline:
Publication Date:

April 1, 2017
July, 2017
October, 2017
December, 2017
January, 2018

Manuscript and Submission
Preparation of manuscripts should refer to the guidelines in the “Information for Authors” on the
IEEE Transaction on System, Man Cybernetics: System website:
http://www.ieeesmc.org/publications/transactions-on-smc-systems/information-for-authors
Submission for the special issue should be submitted through the Manuscript Central web site:
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/systems. In the Cover Letter to Editor-in-Chief Section,
authors should explicitly include the following statement: This manuscript is submitted for the
Special Issue on “Advanced CPS for Industry 4.0”.
Guest Editors:
Amy J.C. Trappey, (trappey@ie.nthu.edu.tw) – Corresponding guest editor
Department of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management
National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
Josip Stjepandic (Josip.Stjepandic@prostep.com)
Director of 3D Business Unit, PROSTEP, Germany
Jay Lee (jay.lee@uc.edu)
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering
University of Cincinnati, USA
John Mo (john.mo@rmit.edu.au)
School of Engineering
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
Kuo-Ming Chao (k.chao@coventry.ac.uk)
Faculty of Engineering and Computing, Coventry University, UK
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